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Hello. This mooting will be Posacon III, and you should cone early in or
der to swin. (You might swim after you’ve eaten, but I wouldn’t try it.) As you 

Old-timers know, itis also a carry-in supper, and you should check with the 
Lavells on what your bringing.

Last meeting was like any other mundane picnic; rainy. Among the notables 
there were Lee and Jin La veil, Laura and liindy Clark, Jerry Hunter and Frecli, 
plus Jolin,Sandra, Cliirp, mite, & Peter miesel, and Larry Propp. Isfa guestss 
Jackie, Wa.Lly, Sandy, hurt, A Brian Franko.,

Among the interesting topics discussed were the weather, the food, the 
bridge game, the best way to kill a person, weaponry and hand gun bills, and 
various shows on television. The bridge game was e: citing, climared by Jerry 
storming out after one bad hand.(lie did come back.) It was decided that the best 
way to kill a person was to trap liin in the bathroom with some chloroform. 
( Murder by chloroform is not terribly new; it was used by Sir Athur Conan 
Doyle in of the Sherlock Holmes tales, The title of which escapes me for the 
moment. But this is the first time it lias been compared with others.) The weapon 
ry talks were on the Idnds of guns and knives, and why certain weapons aren’t used 
in wars(I still say that is stupid). And also on why hand gun bills are ineffec- 
tive(there are too many reasons to go into here).

Has anyone lost or lias been missing a lighter for the past few weeks? 
We found a lighter under the couch recently,,(Penguin brand, Japanesemado.) We’ll 
be bringing it down this meeting so you can claim it then.(I’m not asking for a 
discription because I’m sure someone would say °'It looks .Like a lighter. ”)

by father refusesto play chess fairly. As I got better, ho gets better so 
that I can’t catch up. lie’s supposed to stay at the same level so that I can 
surpass him.

Also in the same vein; Time magazine recently had an article on Bobby 
Fischer. In it they had a .Listing 
chessgame-stylo, of what’s been 
going on in the match(example1 32.. 
. Fischer demands a new chess set), 
So I’ve decided to put this in 
chess moves. That is, give a move 
for every .Listing. I hope to have 
it finishedby this months meeting 
so I can show it off.

Looking over the quirks of the 
former Grandmasters, I see that I 
don’t have enough to become one. 
The only one that my father said 
he’d have in the house was Steinitz 
and that he would be leary even of 
him,(Opposed by Alekhine, who did- 
not have any desirable qualities.) 
( Who said that I had too many 
quirks to become Grandma st er?) 
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